
  

PILLAR 4: MASTERY OF THE INNER CRITIC 
 

 

FACE YOUR INNER CRITIC 

 

Write down your 3 worst nightmare statements from your inner critic - the ones you feel are 

most likely to sabotage you whilst leading a chant in front of a group of people. It might be 

`You are not good enough` or `You sound flat’ or `they don’t like you`. Find a friend or your 

partner and ask them to play the part of your critic heckling you with your statements as you 

lead a chant acapella in front of them. This is the same exercise that you saw me 

demonstrate in the video with Hanna playing the part of my inner critic. 

 

Each time you get hooked or disturbed pause and look your critic straight in the eye and say 

`Thank you for reminding me of my brilliance` to disarm the grip of your inner critic and then 

carry on leading. After a while you will realise that you are mastering IT rather than IT 

mastering you. Please refer to the video if you are unsure and need a recap of the exercise. 

 

 CREATE YOUR OWN BESPOKE MANTRA 

 

Take the opportunity to be a master over what programs you have running inside you. 

Become a deliberate creator. By inventing a daily bespoke mantra you now have a powerful 

tool to turn down the destructive volume of the inner heckler. Over time this will build a 

vibrational inner fitness to deal with challenges that you face in the day - similar to going to 

the gym on a regular basis to build your physical stamina. 

 

Develop your own bespoke mantra in your native language so that you can repeat it to 

yourself daily in preparation for your leading.  For example, "I chant with confidence and 

ease as I allow the divine shakti to flow through me". 

 

This mantra or the one you choose then becomes the backbone of your practice. I invite you 

to anchor your mantra with the elemental bija mantras of earth, water, fire, air and ether. 

Install your phrase with the bija mantras as a means of anchoring you in your bespoke 

mantra in each subtle energy centre of the body in the following way. 

 

PRACTICE 

This is a great practice to do before you lead a kirtan. It can also be done at the start of your 

day to align with the highest vibration within you. You can also create other mantras of your 

own choice i.e. if you are going for an interview you might align with 'I am relaxed, confident 

and at ease.' 

 

✓ First speak your bespoke mantra out loud i.e. 'I chant with confidence and ease and I 

allow the divine shakti to flow through me.' 

 

✓ As you say your mantra out loud visualize the words of your mantra in the midst of a 

golden square in the pelvic floor.  

 



 

✓ Then chant the bija seed mantra LAM for the earth element (pronounced lung) to 

effectively record the vibration of your bespoke mantra into your pelvic floor. 

 

✓ Now repeat once again out loud your mantra i.e. 'I chant with confidence and ease 

and I allow the divine shakti to flow through me.' 

 

✓ This time visualize your mantra in the midst of a silvery bowel of water with lavender 

flowers between the pelvic floor and your navel. 

 

✓ Then chant the bija seed mantra VAM (pronounced vung) for the water element to 

record your bespoke mantra into the area beneath your navel 

 

✓ Now repeat once again out loud your mantra i.e. 'I chant with confidence and ease 

and I allow the divine shakti to flow through me.' 

 

✓ This time visualize your mantra in the midst of a red triangle inside your sternum 

 

✓ Then chant the bija seed mantra RAM [pronounced Rung] for the Fire element to 

record your bespoke mantra into your sternum. 

 

✓ Now repeat once again out loud your mantra i.e. 'I chant with confidence and ease 

and I allow the divine shakti to flow through me.' 

 

✓ This time visualize your mantra in the midst of 6 black dots going around in a circle 

inside your nasal bone  

 

✓ Then chant the bija seed mantra YAM [pronounced Yung] for the Air element to 

record your bespoke mantra into your nasal bone. 

 

✓ Now repeat once again out loud your mantra i.e. 'I chant with confidence and ease 

and I allow the divine shakti to flow through me.' 

 

✓ This time visualize your mantra in the midst of a white lotus flower between your 3rd 

eye and 12 finger finger widths above the head at the point of the crown chakra. 

 

✓ Then chant the bija seed mantra HAM [pronounced Hung] for the Ether or Space 

element to record your bespoke mantra into your crown chakra. 

 

 

HAPPY MASTERY! 
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